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It is the 1970s, and August, Sylvia, Angela, and Gigi are navigating the perils of adolescence
on the mean streets of Brooklyn with minimal parental presence and tremendous social
pressures. But they are a formidable force of young black womanhood, friends “always and
all ways,” determined to make a difference and not throw their lives away. As one by one
their lives take different turns, the memories of growing up together are powerful influences on them as adults. Woodson’s sensitive and heartrending coming of age story is lyrically written, and her spare yet powerful style will leave you breathless! ~ Susan

Atlas Obscura: An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden Wonders
by Joshua Foer, Dylan Thuras, and Ella Morton (Workman)
If you want to explore the weirdest, most obscure, and genuinely fascinating places on Earth,
this book is for you. Inside you will find a detailed compendium of the oddest natural phenomena, architectural wonders, and even strange cultural events—all very far from ordinary, and
incredibly intriguing. But beware, once you open the cover and even just peek inside, you will
be hooked. This book will make a cherished gift for anyone who receives it. ~ Jane

News of the World
by Paulette Jiles (William Morrow)
This novel, based on Texas frontier history, is
my favorite work by a great author. In 1870,
curmudgeonly, 71-year-old Captain Jefferson
Kyle Kidd is hired to return a 10-year-old
orphan named Johanna to family in South
Texas. Kidnapped by Kiowa raiders, raised as
their own, and subsequently rescued by the
army, Johanna has no memory of her white
past and tries to escape at every opportunity.
Despite this, she begins to trust the “Kepdun” and a bond is formed. Arriving in San
Antonio, Captain Kidd finds he must make a
terrible decision about Johanna’s fate. With
wonderful prose and wonderful characters,
this book is a heart-grabber! ~ Rodie

Lots more staff
recommendations inside!

Our Annual
Storewide Sale
Thursday, December 1st, 9-9
20% off everything in the
store—upstairs, and
downstairs in our
Used Book Annex!

December Web
Mondays
December 5th, 12th, and 19th
20% off all books bought
on our website.
Have your book shipped,
or pick up at the store.
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HOLIDAY STAFF PICKS IN FICTION
Today Will Be Different

Commonwealth

by Maria Semple (Little Brown)

by Ann Patchett (Harper)

How did this author get into my head? Semple’s newest is the luminously hilarious tale of Eleanor Flood, wife, mother, and the artist
behind a hip children’s cartoon series now out of production. The
book spans the course of one day—through the filter of her entire life.
Eleanor is in the clutch of neurotic worries about her erratic, cranky
brain, her aging body, her precocious son, and her surprisingly absent
husband. Guilt, longing, and regret roil in her stomach throughout the
day—as does happiness, joy, revelation and—dare we say?—resolution. ~ Victoria

This family saga begins with a stolen kiss at a christening and
sprints through the lives of two families—parents, children and
grandchildren—affected by that one gesture. Told in the voices of
the cousins in the families, the novel leads us through summers
with children shuttled from parent to parent, breaking parental
boundaries, fleeing nests and coming home again as parents
become the children. The circuitous plot line takes some perseverance, but we are rewarded by a satisfying read from a master storyteller. As Patchett notes, “It turns out a novel isn’t the worst
place to hide things.” ~ Susan

Everyone Brave is Forgiven
by Chris Cleave (Simon & Schuster)

The Trespasser

London, 1939-1942: War is declared on Germany, the city prepares to
be bombarded, and young, privileged debutante Mary North, volunteering for public service, is assigned teaching duties as the children
of London are evacuated. Mary’s relationships become based around
the shattered populace as she and her peers attempt to survive and aid
the less fortunate. I enjoyed the bristling British banter of Cleave’s
characters while they struggle and the war takes its toll. Cleave’s writing cunningly takes you into startling scenes and surprises you with his
unexpectedly beautiful images. ~ Julie

by Tana French (Viking)

The Nix
by Nathan Hill (Knopf)
Hill’s debut novel is a big book. It’s long. It’s complicated and it’s
intricate, involving protagonist Samuel Andresen-Anderson’s search
to uncover and understand the reason his mother abandoned him as
a child. There are a multitude of scenarios in this masterful work, and
Hill assembles them with skill and precision. The language and plot
twists, humor and pathos make this a powerful story right up to the
final page. ~ Ann

Colorless Tsukuru Tazaki and
His Years of Pilgrimage
by Haruki Murakami (Vintage)
Subtle, beguiling, dreamlike, introspective—adjectives commonly
employed to distinguish Murakami’s masterful novels apply to this
one, in which the protagonist battles feelings of isolation after being
shunned by a tight group of four other high school friends. Murakami
beautifully juxtaposes his character’s inner struggles with his search for
identity as defined by others. Poignant yet affirming, this work possesses a gentle dose of the surreal and a great heart. ~ John

A Natural History of Dragons:
A Memoir by Lady Trent
by Marie Brennan (Tor Books)
You might call this a fantasy period piece that unfolds in a place that
distantly resembles our Victorian era. Protagonist Isabella—Lady
Trent, the world’s foremost dragon naturalist—reminisces about her
younger days, when she was pushing the boundaries of her world in
the quest to study dragons. We witness her journey along the way and
it subverts any number of expectations, beginning with a fortuitously
arranged marriage and continuing through her determination to study
dragons no matter how. This is a fascinating read, and I highly recommend it for any fantasy lover. ~ Jo

Monstrous Regiment (Discworld Novels)
by Terry Pratchett (HarperTorch)
This is one of the Discworld novels, but it’s also a stand-alone. As ever
with Pratchett, there are equal measures satire and simple goodnatured humor, as well as that moment—as there should be with comedy—where it stops being funny and a core of emotional truth is laid
bare. The premise, that of a girl dressing up as a man to go off to war
in search of her brother, is hardly a new one, but Pratchett’s spin
keeps the story fresh and entertaining throughout. ~ Jo
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French has hit it out of the park again! Antoinette Conway, scoring
her dream job as a detective in Dublin’s Murder Squad, realizes it
is not what she expected. Her days as a newbie are full of thankless
cases and harassment from her colleagues. Her partner seems to be
the only one who takes her seriously. Their latest case looks like
just another lovers’ quarrel turned deadly until some curious pieces
begin to fall into place that possibly point to a tainted colleague.
Tightly written and intensely suspenseful, this is a story where nothing is exactly as it seems! ~ Susan

A Great Reckoning:
(Chief Inspector Gamache Novels #12)
by Louise Penny (Minotaur Books)
An antique map found in a bistro wall is at the heart of this exceptional addition to Penny’s Gamache series. Gamache uses the map
as a project for a group of cadets at the Surité Academy. When one
of the lecturers is murdered with a copy of the map in his rooms,
Gamache himself becomes a suspect. Old tensions between
Gamache and his former police colleagues compound the questionable circumstances surrounding the death of a man everyone
seems to have hated. Once again Penny weaves a wonderful story
of compassion and ultimate forgiveness amidst the quirky characters of Three Pines. ~ Susan

Tigerman
by Nick Harkaway (Vintage)
I could read anything by this seasoned, incandescent author.
Harkaway has published two zany, mesmerizing previous books,
but Tigerman is the best, cementing a dark yet earnest style. By
turns hilarious and heartbreaking, this book—half pulp, half heartbreak, all genius—follows the tenuous and tender relationship
between a world-weary British sergeant posted on the remote and
environmentally doomed island of Mancreu; and a young, brilliant,
comics-obsessed local boy who won’t let his home die without a
fight. This one’s too good to leave on the shelf. ~ Emma

The Sparrow
by Mary Doria Russell (Ballantine)
This is my favorite book, hands down. A striking work of science
fiction married to a bottomless well of heart, this book sends a mission of Jesuits, astronomers, engineers, biologists, and computer
scientists towards a planet harboring alien life. The team encounters disaster, and the one surviving member—crippled and
abused—must grapple with grief, interrogations from his Jesuit
superiors, and a newfound terror of God. Russell balances an unerring eye for the truth
with a sympathy that extends to every character. This book will stay with you for life,
prompting multiple reads. Don’t miss it. ~ Emma

Don’t Miss Our Staff Picks in Nonfiction on Page 13!

Great Gift Ideas for Kids!
Fun with Colors! Create & Play!

Staff Picks
for Kids!
Artemis Fowl
by Eoin Coifer (Hyperion)

Dry Erase Coloring Book

Chalk N Marker Art Case

Craft Your
Own Toys!

Dry Erase Mega Crayons
Chalk Critters

Mudpuppy Products
Memory Match Games
12 pairs of furry
favorites for you
to match!

Just Grab a Needle
and Scissors!

Puzzle Sticks
Arrange sticks to reveal an image!

Coloring Rolls
Enjoy 10 feet of
coloring fun!

Canned Critters

Caution: These animals have been known to wait under your covers and snuggle you to sleep!

In this clever take on the
crime genre, Artemis Fowl,
an eleven-year-old genius
and heir to a criminal
empire, discovers that a race
of technologically advanced
fairies live deep underground, away from human
eyes. Artemis kidnaps a fairy
named Holly and holds her
ransom. However, Holly is not exactly a fainting
damsel, and immediately begins plotting escape.
Meanwhile, her fellow fairies go up against Artemis
Fowl, racing to defeat the young criminal mastermind
before he exposes their existence. This genre-bending
thriller, first in a series, is one that I revisit as an adult
on a regular basis. Ages 8-12. ~ Emma

Moo
by Sharon Creech
(HarperCollins)

Creative word play, poetic
verse and fun imagery make
this book a standout! Before
Reena and her family move
to rural Maine from a
bustling city, she imagines
the usual Maine “stuff”: lobster, blueberries, and rocky
shorelines. What she finds is
Zora, an indignant and ornery cow! Reena’s father has
volunteered Reena to help on the farm of an elderly,
and equally ornery, neighbor, Mrs. Falala. Other characters include a pig named Pauline, a cat named China,
and a snake named Edna. Reena has lots to learn, but
with grit, determination and kindness to others, Maine
just might become home. Ages 8-12. ~ Rodie

The Girl from
Everywhere
by Heidi Heilig
(Greenwillow Books)

Combining time-travel, pirate
ships and magic, Heilig’s
novel opens a great new trilogy. Nix is a navigator on her
father’s ship, which can cross
the tides of time as well as
oceans. She has spent her
entire life venturing through
worlds and centuries, knowing that one choice could
cause her to disappear, wiped clean from history.
Creating an engaging universe full of adventure and
magic, Heiling captures the trials of a young woman as
she struggles between her love for her obsessed father
and the need to live her own life. Can’t wait for the next
book in the series! Ages 13 & up. ~ Caitlin
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GIFTS BEYOND BOOKS
Green Tree Jewelry
Laser-cut, ultra-light & fashionable wood earrings!

Totes and Pouches!

Trinket Dishes
& Journals

Flying Bird Botanicals Tea

Literary Scarves
Alice in Wonderland • Sense and Sensibility
Wizard of Oz

Washingtonthemed
Stickers &
Pint Glasses!

Mugs—A New Assortment!

Shakespearian
Insults
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Dinosaurs

Constellations

Great Lines of
Literature

It’s a Good
Day

And don’t forget… calendars, book lights, blank books, cool reading glasses, and much more!

Exciting New Fiction
Small Great Things

The Flame Bearer

by Jodi Picoult

by Bernard Cornwell

With richly layered characters, Jodi Picoult tackles privilege,
power, and race in her new novel. After African-American
labor and delivery nurse Ruth Jefferson is told that a white
supremacist couple doesn’t want her to touch their child, the
baby goes into cardiac distress. Ruth hesitates before performing CPR and, as a result, is charged with a serious
crime. Kennedy McQuarrie, a white public defender, takes
her case. As the two come to develop a truer understanding
of each other’s lives, they begin to doubt the beliefs they
each hold most dear. Ballantine $28.99.

The next installment of Bernard Cornwell’s bestselling series
chronicling the epic saga of the making of England, “like
Game of Thrones, but real” (Observer, London). Britain is in
a state of uneasy peace. Northumbria’s Viking ruler,
Sigtryggr, and Mercia’s Saxon Queen Aethelflaed have
agreed a truce. And so England’s greatest warrior, Uhtred of
Bebbanburg, at last has the chance to take back the home his
traitorous uncle stole from him so many years ago and which
his scheming cousin still occupies. Harper $27.99.

The Guineveres

The Terranauts

by Sarah Domet

by T.C. Boyle
As climate change threatens the earth, four men and four
women dubbed the “Terranauts,” are selected to live under
glass in E2, a prototype of a possible off-earth colony.
Closely monitored by Mission Control, this New Eden is
both an adventure in scientific discovery and a momentous
publicity stunt. In addition to their roles as medics, farmers,
biologists, and survivalists, the Terranauts must impress
watchful visitors and a skeptical media. And their mantra:
“Nothing in, nothing out,” soon becomes a dangerous rallying cry. Ecco $26.99.

To four girls who have nothing, their friendship is everything.
The girls are all named Guinevere—Vere, Gwen, Ginny, and
Win—and it is the surprise of finding another Guinevere in
their midst that first brings them together. They come to The
Sisters of the Supreme Adoration convent by different paths,
and together they form the all powerful and confident The
Guineveres, bound by the extraordinary coincidence of their
names and girded against the indignities of their plain,
sequestered lives. Flatiron $25.99.

Judas

The Wangs vs. the World

by Amos Oz

by Jade Chang
Charles Wang is a brash, lovable immigrant businessman who
has just been ruined by the American financial crisis. Now he
wants to get to China and reclaim his ancestral lands and his
pride. Together with his kids and their stepmother, Charles
embarks on a cross-country trip to the home of his eldest
daughter. But with his son waylaid by a New Orleans temptress
and his wife ready to defect for 1,000-thread-count sheets,
Charles may have to choose between his family and fulfilling
his dream of starting anew. Houghton Mifflin $26.

Jerusalem, 1959. Shmuel Ash, a biblical scholar, is adrift in
his young life when he finds work as a caregiver for Gershom
Wald. There he meets Atalia Abarbanel, the daughter of a
deceased Zionist leader, a beautiful, entrancing woman in
her forties. Piece by piece, the old stone house, haunted by
tragedy and now home to the three misfits and their intricate
relationship, reveals its secrets. At once a love story and
coming-of-age novel, an allegory for the state of Israel and
for the biblical tale from which it draws its title. Houghton
Mifflin $25.

I’ll Take You There
by Wally Lamb
Felix is a film scholar who runs a movie club in what was
once a vaudeville theater. One evening, he’s confronted by
the ghost of Lois Weber, a trailblazing motion picture director from Hollywood’s silent film era. Lois invites Felix to
revisit and relive scenes from his past as they are projected
onto the cinema’s big screen. In these magical movies, the
medium of film becomes the lens for Felix to reflect on the
women who profoundly impacted his life, gaining an enlightened understanding of the pressures that all women face.
Harper $25.99.
Starred Reviews:

Booklist

Indie Next

Kirkus

We feel cold, but we don’t mind it,
because we will not come to harm. And if
we wrapped up against the cold, we
wouldn’t feel other things, like the bright
tingle of the stars, or the music of the
Aurora, or best of all the silky feeling of
moonlight on our skin. It’s worth being
cold for that.
— Philip Pullman, The Golden Compass —

Library Journal

Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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Short Stories
Of All That Ends
by Gunter Grass
This final work of the Nobel Prize winner Gunter Grass is a
witty and elegiac series of meditations on writing, growing
old, and living in the world. In spite of the trials of old age,
and with the end in sight, suddenly everything seems possible again: love letters, soliloquies, scenes of jealousy, swan
songs, social satire, and moments of happiness crowd onto
the page. Savor this moving farewell gift full of poetry, lyric
prose, and drawings—a sensual, melancholy summation of
a life fully lived. Houghton Mifflin $28. Avail. 12/6

Christmas Days
by Jeanette Winterson
Just in time for the Twelve Days of Christmas, NYT bestselling author Jeanette Winterson offers twelve of her brilliantly imaginative, funny, and bold tales plus a personal
story of her own memories. From trees with mysterious
powers to a tinsel baby that talks, philosophical fairies to
flying dogs, a haunted house to a disappearing train,
Winterson’s innovative stories encompass the childlike and
spooky wonder of Christmas. Perfect for reading by the fire
with loved ones, or while traveling home for the holidays.
Grove Press $24. Avail. 12/6

Whatever Happened to
Interracial Love?
by Kathleen Collins
Named one of the most anticipated books of the Fall by the
Huffington Post, New York, The Boston Globe, and Lit Hub.
Kathleen Collins’s collection of stories masterfully blend the
quotidian and the profound, exploring race, gender, family,
and sexuality issues that shape the ordinary moments in our
lives. This work seamlessly integrates the African-American
experience, creating full-bodied men, women, and children
who transcend the symbolic, penetrating both the reader’s
head and heart. Ecco $15.99. Avail. 12/6

Virgin and Other Stories
by April Ayers Lawson
Set in the American South—a world both secular and
devoutly Christian—April Lawson’s stories mine the inner
lives of women and men navigating sexual, emotional, and
spiritual awakenings. Nodding to the Southern Gothic,
Lawson unravels the imperatives of sex and love, of violation and trust, eyeing what happens when we succumb to
temptation. Discover why Virgin made New York Magazine’s
“45 New Books to Read This Fall,” and Huffington Post’s
“20 New Books You’ll Need For Your Shelf in Fall 2016.”
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux $23.
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Thrillers for
Chilly Nights
IQ
by Joe Ide
East Long Beach. The LAPD is barely keeping up with the
neighborhood’s high crime rate. But IQ has taken it upon
himself to help solve the cases the police can’t or won’t touch.
He’s a loner and a high school dropout, his unassuming nature
disguising a relentless determination and a fierce intelligence.
He charges his clients whatever they can afford. To get by, he
also takes on clients that can pay. This time, it’s a rap mogul
whose life is in danger. And the deeper Isaiah digs, the more
dangerous the case becomes. Mulholland $26.

Night School
by Lee Child
It’s 1996, and Reacher is still in the army. In the morning they
give him a medal, and in the afternoon they send him back to
school. An FBI agent and a CIA analyst are also in the classroom, and each is wondering why. Then they learn: a Jihadist
sleeper cell in Germany has received a visitor—a Saudi courier, seeking safe haven while waiting to rendezvous with persons unknown. A CIA asset has overheard the courier whisper a chilling message: The American wants a hundred million
dollars. For what? And who from? Delacorte $28.99.

His Bloody Project
by Graeme Burnet
Man Booker Prize Shortlist Finalist! A brutal triple murder in a
remote Scottish farming community in 1869 leads to the arrest
of seventeen-year-old Roderick Macrae. There is no question
of Macrae’s guilt. But why would a shy and intelligent boy go
down this bloody path? The story is presented as a collection
of documents, including police statements, Macrae’s memoirs,
medical reports, psychological evaluations, a courtroom transcript, and more that throw both Macrae’s motive and his sanity into question. Skyhorse $24.99

A Gambler’s Anatomy
by Jonathan Lethem
The author of Motherless Brooklyn returns with a devilishly
entertaining novel about an international backgammon hustler who thinks he’s psychic. Bruno Alexander travels the
world winning large sums of money off amateur gamers. But
his luck begins to go sour, and he develops a tumor on his
face. With this diagnosis and depleted funds, Bruno agrees to
experimental surgery. There, Bruno confronts two existential
questions: Is the gambler being played by life? And what if
you’re telepathic but it does you no good? Doubleday $27.95.

Hot New Picks in YA

Starred Reviews:

Kids of Appetite

Heartless

by David Arnold

by Marissa Meyer

The acclaimed author of Mosquitoland brings us another
batch of unforgettable characters in this tragicomedy
about first love and devastating loss. Victor Benucci and
Madeline Falco have a story. It begins with the death of
Vic’s father. It ends with the murder of Mad’s uncle. The
Hackensack Police Department wants to hear it. But to tell
their story, Vic and Mad must focus on the chapters in
between, spinning a tale that includes the scattering of
ashes; a submarine; an escape from a war-torn country;
and falling in love. Viking Books for YR $18.99.

Long before she was the terrifying Queen of Hearts,
Catherine was just a girl. She may be a favorite of the
unmarried King of Hearts, but all she wants is to open a
bakery with her best friend. Then Cath meets Jest, the
handsome court joker, and they have a secret courtship.
Cath is determined to define her own destiny and fall in
love on her terms. But in a land of magic, madness, and
monsters, fate has other plans. In her first stand-alone teen
novel, Meyer dazzles us with a prequel to Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland. Feiwel and Friends $19.99.

The Stranger Game

The Midnight Star

by Cylin Busby

by Marie Lu

When Nico Morris’s older sister mysteriously disappears,
she secretly feels relief at being free of Sarah’s daily cruelties. But four years later, Sarah is found, and greatly
changed. She’s thin when Sarah had been athletic; timid
instead of brash; and kind when she had been abusive.
Sarah’s retrograde amnesia has caused her to forget almost
everything about her life. But the dark details of her disappearance continue to haunt Nico, and it becomes clear that
more than one person knows the truth. Balzer & Bray/
HarperTeen $17.99.

The thrilling finale to the NYT bestselling Young Elites
series! Adelina Amouteru is done suffering. She’s turned
her back on those who have betrayed her and achieved the
ultimate revenge: victory. Her reign as the White Wolf has
been triumphant, but with each conquest her cruelty only
grows. The darkness within her has begun to spiral out of
control, threatening to destroy all she’s gained. When a new
danger appears, Adelina’s forced to revisit old wounds, putting not only herself at risk, but every Elite. G.P. Putnam’s
Sons BYR $18.99.

Aerie

Frozen Charlotte

by Maria Dahvana Headley

by Alex Bell

Aza Ray is back on earth after spending the past year
dying, waking up on a sky ship, and discovering that her
song could change the world. When her boyfriend Jason’s
paranoia causes him to make a terrible mistake, Aza finds
herself a fugitive in Magonia, opposing her bloodthirsty
mother and her singing partner. There, she goes in search
of a weapon in a journey that will transform her forever.
Told in Headley’s John-Green-meets-Neil-Gaiman voice,
Aerie will satisfy the many readers who can’t wait to return
to Magonia. Harper $17.99.

When her best friend dies under mysterious circumstances,
Sophie visits her cousins on the remote Isle of Skye. It’s
been years since she saw them—brooding Cameron; perfect
Piper; and peculiar Lilias with her fear of bones. Sophie is
surprised by the strange rules the family now lives by: Make
no mention of Cameron’s accident. Never leave the front
gate unlocked. And don’t speak of the sister whose death
might have closer ties to Sophie’s past—and more sinister
consequences for her future—than she ever knew.
Scholastic $18.99.

The Diabolic

Spindle

by S.J. Kincaid

by E. K. Johnston

Nemesis is a Diabolic, a humanoid teenager created to
protect Sidonia, a galactic senator’s daughter. Nemesis is
trained to give her life for Sidonia, taking as many lives as
necessary to keep her safe. When Sidonia is taken as a
political hostage, Nemesis travels to the court disguised as
Sidonia—a killing machine masquerading in a world of
corrupt politicians. But as the Empire begins to fracture
and rebellion looms, Nemesis finds in herself a humanity
that might be the thing that saves her life and the empire.
Simon & Schuster for YR $17.99.

It has been generations since the Storyteller Queen drove
the demon out of her husband and saved her country. Her
family has prospered, and the demons have been imprisoned. But the prison is crumbling, and a demon has
regained her power. When a princess is born, the demon is
ready with a curse that will cost the princess her soul, or
force her to destroy her people to save her life. The threads
of magic bind princess and exiled spinners into a plot to
break the curse before the demon can become queen.
Disney-Hyperion $18.99. Avail. 12/6

Booklist

Indie Next

Kirkus

Library Journal

Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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Tales for Tots
The Bear Who Wasn’t There

Cara’s Kindness

by LeUyen Pham

by Kristi Yamaguchi

This book is about Bear… so what happens when he doesn’t
show up on his page? Who will find him? Will it be Giraffe,
or Cow, or perhaps even the author herself? One thing’s
for sure—it probably won’t be Duck. Duck doesn’t seem
concerned that Bear is missing. In fact, he seems to be
trying to steal the show for himself! He even disguises himself as Bear in an attempt to fool the reader. But after pages
and pages of Duck’s antics and search-party chaos, Bear
appears somewhere utterly unexpected. Roaring Brook
$16.99. Ages 3-6.

Cara the Cat is picking a song for her new ice-skating routine. But when a friend in need turns up at
the rink, Cara drops everything to lend a helping
hand. All she asks is that he pay it forward! Before
long, Cara’s kindness is passed all around, and
might even make its way back home! As founder
of the Always Dream Foundation, ice-skating
Olympic gold medalist Kristi Yamaguchi helps
promote early childhood literacy. Through her
newest picture book, Kristi inspires children of all
ages to pay it forward. Sourcebooks Jaberwocky
$16.99. Ages 4-8.

Nanette’s Baguette
by Mo Willems
Today is the day Nanette gets to get the baguette! Is
she set? YOU BET! Mo Willems’ hilarious new picture book follows our plucky heroine on her first big
solo trip to the bakery. But will Nanette get the
baguette from baker Juliette? Or will Nanette soon be
beset with regret? Set in a meticulously handcraftedpaper-modeled French village, the uniquely vibrant
laugh-out-loud world of Nanette’s Baguette may be
Mo’s best creation yet. Get set to krack into an irresistible tale you won’t soon forget! Disney-Hyperion
$17.99. Ages 3-6.

How to Find a Fox
by Nilah Magruder
Equipped with a camera and determination, a little girl sets out to track down an elusive red fox.
But foxes are sneaky, and it proves more difficult
than she thought. Nilah Magruder’s debut picture book charmingly tells the story of what it
means to not give up and how sometimes what
you’re looking for is closer than you think.
Magruder is an award-winning writer, illustrator,
and storyboard artist. She has illustrated for
comics, children’s books, film, and television as
well as Disney and DreamWorks. Feiwel and
Friends $16.99. Ages 4-7.

Wonderful Winter
by Bruce Goldstone
Winter is a season of wondering and waiting. We wonder why some trees lose their leaves while others stay
green all winter long. We wait for the first snowfall and
then wonder at how amazing each snowflake is. We
wonder how animals manage to live in the cold. And
we can’t wait to celebrate Christmas, Hanukkah, and
Kwanzaa. With vivid photographs, lively explanations,
and creative craft ideas, Bruce Goldstone presents all
the fascinating facts that make winter so wonderful!
Henry Holt & Co. $17.99. Ages 5-8.

Walk This World at
Christmastime
illus. by Debbie Powell
A book. An Advent calendar. A perfect
Christmas gift. Let’s take a stroll around
the world, to all four corners of the globe.
Peek through windows, open doors, watch
as Christmastime unfolds…. A collection
of global cultures, Walk This World at
Christmastime illustrates the ways people
around the world celebrate the holiday.
Travel to a new set of countries with
every turn of the page. Lift the numbered flaps for all the fun of an Advent
calendar in a format to be read again and
again. Big Picture Press $17.99. Ages 5-8.

We Found a Hat
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by Jon Klassen

Hotel Bruce

Hold on to your hats for the conclusion of the celebrated hat
trilogy by Caldecott Medalist Jon Klassen, who gives his
deadpan finale a surprising new twist. Two turtles have
found a hat. The hat looks good on both of them. But there
are two turtles. And there is only one hat…. Evoking hilarity
and sympathy, the shifting eyes tell the tale in this brilliantly
paced story in three parts, highlighting Klassen’s visual comedy and deceptive simplicity. The delicious buildup takes an
unexpected turn that is sure to please. Candlewick $17.99.
Ages 4-8.

by Ryan Higgins
When Bruce gets home from a southern
migration trip with his goslings, he is
tired, grumpy, and not prepared to share
his home with the mice who have turned
his den into a hotel. There’s a possum
pillow fight in one room, a fox luring
guests into a stew in the kitchen, and a crew of critters hogging the bed. Bruce tries
to throw them all out, but the entrepreneurial mice can’t take a hint. And then the
goslings join the staff! Will this grumpy bear ever get his quiet den back to himself?
Disney-Hyperion $17.99. Ages 5-8.

Kids, Tweens, and Teens

Gertie’s Leap to Greatness

The Bone Sparrow

by Kate Beasley

by Zana Fraillon

“Meet the new Ramona Quimby!”—Entertainment Weekly.
Gertie Reece Foy is 100% awesome. She has a daddy who
works on an oil rig, a bargain-shopping great-aunt, and
two best friends. So when her absent mother decides to
move away from their town, Gertie sets out on her greatest
mission yet: becoming the best fifth grader in the universe
to show her mother exactly what she’ll be leaving behind.
There’s just one problem: Seat-stealing new girl Mary Sue
wants to be the best fifth grader, too. Farrar, Straus, and
Giroux $16.99. Ages 8-12.

Subhi is a refugee, born in an Australian detention center
after his mother and sister fled the violence of a distant
homeland; the center is the only world he knows. Until
one day Subhi sees a scruffy girl named Jimmie on the
other side of the wire, who appears with a notebook written by her lost mother. Unable to read it, Jimmie asks for
Subhi’s help. Subhi and Jimmie might both find comfort—
and maybe even freedom—as their tales unfold. But not
until each make brave choices that could change everything. Disney-Hyperion $16.99. Ages 10-13.

Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them

The Inquisitor’s Tale

by J.K. Rowling

1242. On a dark night, travelers from across France stop at
an inn and tell stories of three children: William, an oblate
on a mission from his monastery; Jacob, a Jewish boy who
has fled his burning village; and Jeanne, a peasant girl who
hides her prophetic visions. They are accompanied by
Jeanne’s greyhound, Gwenforte… brought back from the
dead. Told in a style reminiscent of The Canterbury Tales,
our narrator collects their stories into a grand saga of
three unlikely allies. Beautifully illustrated! Dutton Books
for YR $17.99. Ages 10+.

by Adam Gidwitz

When Magizoologist Newt Scamander arrives in New
York, he intends his stay to be a brief stopover. However,
when his magical case is misplaced and some of Newt’s
fantastic beasts escape, it spells trouble…. Inspired by the
original Hogwarts textbook by Newt Scamander, Fantastic
Beasts and Where to Find Them: The Original Screenplay
marks the screenwriting debut of J.K. Rowling. A feat of
imagination showcasing a cast of remarkable characters,
this is epic, adventure-packed storytelling at its very best.
Arthur A. Levine $24.99. Ages 8+.

The Boy Who Knew Too Much

by Marcus Sedgwick

by Commander S. T. Bolivar, III

When British writer Arthur Ransome moves to Russia to
work as a journalist, he has little idea of the violent revolution about to erupt. Unwittingly, he finds himself at its
center, tapped by the British to report back on the
Bolsheviks and dangerously, romantically entangled with
Trotsky’s personal secretary. Arthur wants only to elope
far with his beloved, but her Russian ties make leaving the
country nearly impossible. And the more Arthur resists
becoming a pawn, the more entrenched in the game he
becomes. Roaring Brook $17.99. Ages 12-18.

Mattie Larimore used to be the good son—compared to
his brother, Carter, at least. But then he stole a train and
was sent to reform school, Munchem Academy. The kids
at Munchem are terrifying, and the whole place is just a little off. And when Headmaster Rooney’s plan for dealing
with problem students turns to Carter, Mattie, Eliot, and
Caroline band together to save him and the other students. Suddenly Mattie must find his inner hero. And
that’s how the world’s greatest thief got his start. DisneyHyperion $16.99. Ages 9-12.

The Reader

Dork Diaries 11

by Traci Chee

by Rachel Ren Russell

After Sefia’s father is brutally murdered, she flees into the
wilderness with her aunt Nin, who teaches her to hunt,
track, and steal. But Nin is kidnapped, and Sefia’s only
clue to both her aunt’s disappearance and her father’s
murder is the odd rectangular object her father left
behind—a book—a marvelous item unheard of in her illiterate society. With the help of this book and a mysterious
stranger, Sefia sets out to rescue her aunt and find out
what really happened the day her father was killed. G.P.
Putnam’s Sons Books for YR $19.99. Ages 12+.

Nikki and her friends Brandon, Chloe, and Zoey are up
for another adventure in Dork Diaries 11: Tales from a Notso-Friendly Frenemy! This book is the latest edition in the
#1 NYT bestselling series that chronicles the fabulous life
of Nikki Maxwell as she navigates the halls of middle
school, mean girls, BFF drama, and first crushes. The
series has received two Children’s Choice Awards For
Book of the Year, and has sold over 20 million copies with
translation into 34 languages worldwide. Come join the
fun! Aladdin $13.99. Ages 9-13.
Starred Reviews:

Blood Red Snow White

Booklist

Indie Next

Kirkus

Library Journal

Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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New in Paperback

Big Magic

The Guest Room

by Elizabeth Gilbert

by Chris Bohjalian

Readers of all ages and walks of life have drawn inspiration and empowerment
from Elizabeth Gilbert’s books for years. Now this beloved author digs into her
own generative process to share her wisdom and unique perspective about creativity. With profound empathy and generosity, she offers potent insights into the mysterious nature of inspiration. Balancing between soulful spirituality and cheerful
pragmatism, Gilbert encourages us to uncover the strange jewels that are hidden
within each of us. Riverhead $16.

When Kristin Chapman agrees to let her husband, Richard, host his brother’s
bachelor party, she expects a certain amount of debauchery. She takes their young
daughter to Manhattan for the evening, leaving her Westchester home to the men
and their hired entertainment. What she does not expect is that the entertainment—two scared young women brought there by force—will kill their captors and
drive off into the night. With their house now a crime scene, Kristin’s and Richard’s
life spirals into nightmare. Vintage $16.

The Swans of Fifth Avenue

The Road to Little Dribbling

by Melanie Benjamin

by Bill Bryson

Of all the glamorous stars of New York high society, none blazes brighter than
Babe Paley. But beneath this elegantly composed exterior dwells a passionate
woman desperately longing for true love and connection. Enter Truman Capote.
This diminutive golden-haired genius with a larger-than-life personality explodes
onto the scene, setting Babe and her circle of Swans aflutter. Sure of the loyalty of
the man she calls True Heart, Babe never imagines the destruction Truman will
leave in his wake. Bantam $16.

In 1995, Iowa native Bill Bryson took a motoring trip around Britain. The uproarious book that resulted, Notes from a Small Island, is one of the most acute portrayals of the United Kingdom. 20 years later, Bryson—now a British citizen—set out
to rediscover his adopted country. In these pages, he travels across the island,
showing us every pub, stone village, and human foible along the way. Irreverent,
endearing, and hilarious, The Road to Little Dribbling is filled with Bryson’s deep
knowledge and love of his chosen home. Anchor $16.

The Muralist

Pacific

by B. A. Shapiro

by Simon Winchester

When American painter Alizee Benoit vanishes in New York City in 1940, no one
knows what happened to her. Not her Jewish family living in German-occupied
France, her artistic patron Eleanor Roosevelt, nor her friends, including Mark
Rothko, Jackson Pollock, and Lee Krasner. And, some seventy years later, not her
great-niece, who while working at an auction house uncovers paintings hidden
behind works by those now-famous Abstract Expressionists. Do they hold answers
to the mystery of her missing aunt? Algonquin $15.95.

As the Mediterranean shaped the classical world, and the Atlantic connected
Europe to the New World, the Pacific defines our tomorrow. With China on the
rise, so are the American cities of the West coast. In Pacific: Silicon Chips and
Surfboards, Coral Reefs and Atom Bombs, Brutal Dictators and Fading Empires
Winchester calls upon his many journeys throughout the Pacific, his formidable historical understanding, and his singular talent for storytelling in a paean to this magnificent sea of beauty and myth. Harper Perennial $16.99.

Fates and Furies
by Lauren Groff
At age twenty-two, Lotto and Mathilde are tall, glamorous, madly in love, and destined for greatness. A decade later, their marriage is still the envy of their friends,
but with an electric thrill we understand that things are more remarkable than they
have seemed. With stunning revelations and multiple threads, Groff delivers a satisfying novel about love, art, creativity, and power that is unlike anything that has
come before it. Profound, surprising, propulsive, and emotionally riveting, it stirs
both the mind and the heart. Riverhead $16.
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It is the life of the crystal, the architect
of the flake, the fire of the frost,
the soul of the sunbeam.
This crisp winter air is full of it.
— John Burroughs, Winter Sunshine —

Fascinating Lives
My Own Words

First Bite

by Ruth Bader Ginsburg

by Bee Wilson

This is the first book from Ruth Bader Ginsburg since
becoming a Supreme Court Justice in 1993—a witty, engaging, serious, and playful collection of writings from the
woman who has had a powerful influence on law, women’s
rights, and popular culture. In My Own Words, Justice
Ginsburg explores topics including gender equality, the
Supreme Court, being Jewish, opera, and the value of looking beyond US shores when interpreting the US
Constitution. A fascinating glimpse of one of America’s
most influential women. Simon & Schuster $30.

In First Bite: How We Learn to Eat, Bee Wilson draws on
the latest research to reveal that our food habits are
shaped by a host of factors: family and culture, memory
and gender, hunger and love. Wilson introduces us to
people who can only eat foods of a certain color, an
anosmia sufferer who has no memory of the flavor of
her mother’s cooking, and researchers who have pioneered new ways to persuade children to try new vegetables. First Bite shows us how we can change our palates
to lead healthier, happier lives. Basic $16.99.

George Lucas

Appetites: A Cookbook

by Brian Jay Jones

by Anthony Bourdain

On May 25, 1977, a problem-plagued, budget-straining,
independent sci-fi film opened in a mere thirty-two
American movie theatres. Written and directed by George
Lucas, Star Wars reinvented the cinematic landscape. He
followed this success with another blockbuster series,
Indiana Jones, revolutionizing the world of special effects
and sound systems. Lucas is one of the most influential filmmakers of the past fifty years, and his life is now brilliantly
explored in George Lucas: A Life. Little Brown & Co. $32.
Avail. 12/6

Anthony Bourdain has made a profession of understanding the appetites of others, first as a chef, later
as a world-traveling chronicler of food and culture
on his CNN series Parts Unknown. But these days, if
he’s cooking, it’s for family and friends. Appetites
boils down forty-plus years of professional cooking
and globe-trotting to a tight repertoire of personal
favorites. The result is a unique home-cooking,
home-entertaining cookbook/battle plan that will
help you terrify your guests with your breathtaking
efficiency. Ecco $37.50.

River of Time
by Naomi Judd

The Whole30 Cookbook

The world knows Naomi Judd as a successful country music
star. What the world doesn’t know—until now—is that after
her 2011 tour, Naomi fell into a terrifying depression, facing
severe panic attacks, PTSD, toxic drug poisoning, and
addiction. She spent the next two and a half years in psychiatric hospitals searching for answers. In River of Time: My
Descent Into Depression and How I Emerged with Hope,
Naomi shares her message of hope after surviving the most
painful period in her life. Center Street $27. Avail. 12/6

by Melissa Hartwig

Sometimes Brilliant
by Larry Brilliant
In 1963, radical doctor Larry Brilliant followed the hippie
trail to India where he was told that his destiny was to help
eradicate smallpox. He would never have believed he would
be a key player in eliminating a disease that killed more than
half a billion people in the 20th century alone. His unlikely
trajectory, chronicled in Sometimes Brilliant: The Impossible
Adventure of a Spiritual Seeker and Visionary Physician Who
Helped Conquer the Worst Disease in History, is a riveting epidemiological adventure and moving memoir. Harper One
$27.99.

Starred Reviews:

Clever Cooking

Booklist

Indie Next

Kirkus

The groundbreaking Whole30 program has
helped countless people transform their lives by
bringing them better sleep, more energy, fewer
cravings, weight loss, and healthy habits that last
a lifetime. In this cookbook, Melissa Hartwig
delivers over 150 all-new recipes to help readers
prepare delicious, healthy meals during their
Whole30 and beyond. Whether you’ve done the
program once or five times or just want to make
a variety of satisfying, nourishing meals, this
book will inspire. Houghton Mifflin $30. Avail. 12/6

Only in the winter, in the country,
can you have longer,
quiet stretches when you can savor

Library Journal

belonging to yourself.
— Ruth Stout —
Publishers Weekly

School Library Journal
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Understanding Our World
Atlas Obscura

The Glass Universe

by Joshua Foer, Dylan Thuras,
and Ella Morton

by Dava Sobel

Inspiring equal parts wonder and wanderlust, Atlas Obscura:
An Explorer’s Guide to the World’s Hidden Wonders celebrates
over 700 of the most curious places in the world. Talk about
natural wonders—the dazzling glowworm caves in New
Zealand, or a baobob tree in South Africa that’s so large it has
a pub inside! This guide revels in the weird and the overlooked, the hidden and the mysterious. Packed with photographs, charts, and maps, is will be as appealing to the armchair traveler as the die-hard adventurer. Workman $35.

In the mid-1800s, the Harvard College Observatory began
employing women as human computers to interpret the
observations made by their male counterparts each night.
As photography transformed astronomy, the ladies began
studying the stars captured on glass photographic plates,
making ground-breaking discoveries. The Glass Universe:
How the Ladies of the Harvard Observatory Took the
Measure of the Stars is the history of this remarkable group
of women who overcame extreme gender bias. Viking $30.
Avail. 12/6

Against Empathy

Anatomy of a Song

by Paul Bloom

by Marc Myers

We often think that the more empathy we have, the better
we’re off. But Yale researcher Paul Bloom argues that some
of the worst decisions made by individuals and nations are
often motivated by honest, yet misplaced, emotions. Without
empathy, Bloom insists, our decisions would be clearer, fairer, and more moral. Urgent and humane, Against Empathy:
The Case for Rational Compassion shows us that, for both big
and small decisions, limiting empathy is often the most compassionate choice we can make. Ecco $26.99 Avail. 12/6

Every great song has a fascinating backstory. Based on the
ongoing Wall Street Journal column, Anatomy of a Song: The
Oral History of 45 Iconic Hits That Changed Rock, R&B and
Pop, brings to life five decades of music through oral histories of forty-five transformative songs woven from interviews with the artists who created them. Among others,
Myers includes the Isley Brothers’ “Shout,” Led Zeppelin’s
“Whole Lotta Love,” Janis Joplin’s “Mercedes Benz,” and
R.E.M’s “Losing My Religion.” Grove Press $26.

The Liberal Redneck Manifesto

The General vs. the President

by Trae Crowder, Corey Ryan Forrester,
& Drew Morgan

by H.W. Brands

The Liberal Rednecks—a three-man political satire comedy
group—celebrate all that’s good about the South while leading the Redneck Revolution and standing blue in a sea of red.
Perfect for fans of I Am America (And So Can You), The
Liberal Redneck Manifesto: Draggin’ Dixie Outta the Dark
skewers political and religious hypocrisies. While celebrating
the rich culture of the South, this book issues a wake-up call
and a reminder that the South’s problems and dreams aren’t
that far off from the rest of America’s. Atria $25.

Speaking American
by Josh Katz
Did you know that your answers to a handful of
questions can reveal where you grew up? In 2013,
Josh Katz released a dialect quiz in the New York
Times that became the most viewed page in the
paper’s history. Now, Katz has harnessed the overwhelming response to that quiz to create Speaking
American, a fascinating tour through the American
vernacular. How do you pronounce “pecan”? Do
you cut the grass or mow the lawn? The answers to
these questions are windows into our nation,
regions, and language. Houghton Mifflin $25.
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The General vs. the President: MacArthur and Truman at the
Brink of Nuclear War examines how President Truman and
General MacArthur decided America’s future after
WWII. When Truman was asked about the possible use of
atomic weapons, he replied, “The military commander in
the field will have charge of the use of the weapons, as he
always has.” This suggested MacArthur had his finger on
the trigger. A correction followed, but too late: two distinct visions were laid bare, and one man would have to
make way. Doubleday $30.

Ancient Worlds
by Michael Scott
2,500 years ago, world civilizations entered a revolutionary era that laid the foundation for our world today.
Radical new forms of government emerged; mighty wars
were fought; and new faiths were ruthlessly employed to
unify empires. In Ancient Worlds: A Global History of
Antiquity, historian Michael Scott presents a gripping narrative of this unique age, showing how diverse societies
responded to similar pressures and how they influenced
one another, revealing new truths about our common
human heritage. Basic $29.99.

HOLIDAY STAFF PICKS IN NONFICTION
Hillbilly Elegy: A Memoir of a Family
and Culture in Crisis
by J.D. Vance (Harper)
Perhaps more than in any other nation, Americans have a
variety of distinct cultural identities, based on how and
where we were nurtured and raised. No matter where we
travel or live, these stay with us. In his memoir, Vance vividly
describes his childhood growing up in Appalachia. Poverty,
addiction, and abuse are woven together to create a striking
account of this region. Vance’s honesty, both about his own
family’s saga and Appalachia’s decline, provoked me to take a genuine look at a
part of America I had not previously examined, and its influence on the rest of
our country. ~ Caitlin

Ancient Worlds: A Global History of Antiquity
by Michael Scott (Basic Books)
Surveys of antiquity tend to be rather narrow, and the vast
majority in English retain a myopic focus on the
Mediterranean and adjacent river valleys. Scott pulls the
camera back to take a broader look at global society, from
Rome to the Central Asian steppe, from China to
Mesopotamia. We see how each of these societies experimented with governments, grappled with new religious
ideas, fought wars, and approached competing civilizations.
Similar pressures affected them all, and their diverse responses helped shape the
world as we know it. An interesting syncretic approach to an era usually studied
piecemeal. ~ Tim

The Hour of Land: A Personal Topography of
America’s National Parks
by Terry Tempest Williams (Sarah Crichton Books)
“Wilderness is not my leisure or recreation. It is my sanity.” ~ Terry Tempest Williams. With grace and passion,
Williams brings her extraordinary gifts as a writer, naturalist, and activist to these soulful, incisive, and inspiring
meditations. From Maine’s Acadia National Park to
Cesar Chavez National Monument in California, she
fuels the diversity of her subjects with an equally compelling array of viewpoints, often casting the value of
these places in light of what threatens them. I feel deeply grateful to have crossed
paths with this book. ~ John

American Cake: From Colonial Gingerbread to
Classic Layer, the Stories and Recipes Behind
More Than 125 of Our Best-Loved Cakes
by Anne Byrn (Rodale)
Here’s a cookbook for the baker, the historian, or anyone who loves a good story… and good cake! It’s divided
into chapters covering different eras in American history, and from the first era—1650-1799—I made the delicious New Orleans King Cake. That was followed by
Granny Kellett’s Jam Cake in the 1800-1869 section, and
next will be the Mahogany Cake from 1870-1899. The
accompanying stories are fascinating, and the vintage look and feel of the cookbook adds to its charm. I can’t wait to try more recipes and learn more cake stories and history. Appalachian Apple Stack Cake, anyone? ~ Alison

Of Orcas and Men:
What Killer Whales Can Teach Us
by David Neiwert (Overlook Press)
Seattle-based investigative journalist and author David
Neiwert explores the extraordinary relationship orcas and
humans have had throughout recorded history. This wellresearched and engaging book studies the sophisticated ways
in which orcas communicate with each other via what can
only be called language and culture. Neiwert also explores
the ethics of the captive-orca industry and its damning consequences on the Puget Sound population in particular. This thoroughly engaging
and fascinating read upended my perspective on whales entirely. ~ Emma

Becoming Wise: An Inquiry Into the
Mystery and Art of Living
by Krista Tippett (Penguin)
In her role as an NPR host, Tippett has forged an enviable
career of interviewing thinkers and visionaries of our time,
all in the pursuit of wisdom. Through insightful discussions
with philosophers, poets, scientists, theologians, activists,
and many others, she teases out unique and profound perspectives on life’s most perplexing issues. In this time of
intense societal change, Krista gently and gracefully
explores how to recognize the basic philosophical tenets of
love and understanding that make us uniquely human. Beautifully written, this
book is a must read. ~ Jane

Winter Fortress: The Epic Mission to Sabotage
Hitler’s Atomic Bomb
by Neal Bascomb (Houghton Mifflin)
In the over-saturated field of World War II studies, this one
really captured my attention. A gripping tale of the race to
sabotage the Nazi atomic weapons program, it reads almost
more like a thriller than a history tome. Bascomb focuses
more on the characters involved than fine details of covert
operations or atomic weapons, aiding readability without
sacrificing information. A little-known, but engrossing story.
~ Tim

The Sound of a Wild Snail Eating
by Elisabeth Tova Bailey (Algonquin)
While Bailey was bedridden by a debilitating illness, a
friend brought her a gift of wild violets and a tiny forest
snail. Bailey provided her new companion a bedside terrarium, then observed its daily behaviors and educated herself
on the life of gastropods. Her memoir is a gift to the scientifically curious, to nature lovers, to anyone who simply
appreciates literary aplomb. It is an absorbing treatise on
the intricate synergy of our world, and on Baily’s singular
battle to survive. Thank you, Elisabeth Tova Bailey, for this
flawless melding of the scientific and the mystic.
~ Ranae & Rodie
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Shop Our Used Book
Annex for the Holidays!
Our Used Book Annex is
Winslow’s best kept secret, and
thanks to our loyal customers,
we’ve
had
another
great
year! Come downstairs and
browse through thousands of used
and often nearly new books in
many categories, including best
sellers, an amazing selection of
children’s books, fiction, cookbooks, biography, and history.
Looking for a great Christmas gift
while staying in budget? Consider
shopping downstairs this year!
Gift wrapping is available.

WINTER EVENTS AT EHBC
December 4th, Sunday, 3 pm

MARIA SEMPLE
Today Will Be Different
We are proud to welcome back Maria Semple, the author of Where’d You
Go, Bernadette? for a special December author event! Her new, highlylauded novel, in which Seattle once again serves as the setting, charts one
day in the life of a frazzled yet endearing heroine. (See Victoria’s recommendation on page two.) “The women on the verge of a nervous breakdown, the mad housewives, and the Annie Halls can welcome a new
member to their club: Eleanor Flood, the narrator of Semple’s second
sendup of Seattle and its denizens…. This author is on her way to
becoming a national treasure.” ~ Kirkus Reviews (starred review).

January 15th, Sunday, 3 pm

MARCIA ALDRICH, EDITOR
Waveform: Twenty-First-Century Essays by Women

For even better deals, we will accept your best used
books and give you a store credit you can use for anything in the store, upstairs or down. Simply bring in
one grocery bag of books for consideration between
the 1st and 15th of most months. (Call or visit our website before coming in.) You will be credited 25% of the
price for which we sell your book. Please make sure
your books are clean and in good condition.

Author and editor and Marcia Aldrich visits to unveil her new anthology,
which celebrates and champions the diverse role of women essayists in contemporary literature. Her selection focuses on invention and innovation in
structure of the essay. “(Aldrich) stakes a claim for the significance of the
essay in contemporary literature by focusing on women’s fusion of a singular voice, personal experience, and formal innovation. …these essays are so
compelling you’ll be tempted to read heedlessly and breathlessly through
the collection.” ~ Leigh Gilmore, author of Tainted Witness.

Tell your friends and relatives about the Annex. Let’s
have another great year!

January 29th, Sunday, 3 pm

Please note: We will not be accepting used
books during November and December.

Don’t Miss
the Downtown
Holiday Open
House &
Community
Tree Lighting
Saturday, November 26th
Celebrate your Holidays
in Downtown Bainbridge!
Celebrate your Holidays in Downtown Bainbridge! Join
us for cider, treats, and our wonderful Holiday gift selections! Pick up your 2015 Passport & Holiday Guide and
shop locally this Holiday Season for chances to win.
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JUDITH AFTERGUT
Everything They Wanted:
Muz and Joe, Reid Inlet and Glacier Bay
Former Bainbridge Island resident Judith Aftergut discusses her memoir
about Glacier Bay, Alaska—how the ice in Glacier Bay shapes the land and
how the place shapes the people who live near it. Beginning with the story
of Joe and Muz Ibach, who lived over a period of more than twenty summers
in a tiny cabin near Reid Glacier, it is one woman’s exploration of Glacier
Bay and of what was so special about these two people. The reading will benefit Inian Islands Institute, a non-profit whose mission is “inspiring tomorrow’s rising environmental leaders through experiential living and learning
in the wilderness of Southeast Alaska.”

February 9th, Thursday, 7 pm

OUR ANNUAL GALA BOOK GROUP NIGHT!
Calling all book groups! Hot on the heels of our Annual Book of the
Year Survey, we present an evening that promises to abound with ideas
and camaraderie for the many bibliophiles belonging to book groups that
call us headquarters. The event is open to all, including those who seek
a book group or wish to form one! With great fanfare, the Book of the
Year winners will be announced. We will also host special guests who will
talk up hot book group titles! Free books, great reading recommendations, refreshments—this will surely be heaven for book groupies one
and all!

Events are frequently added or changed after deadline.
Please check our website for the most up to date info!

Annual Storewide Sale
Thursday, December 1
9 am - 9 pm

Save 20%
on everything in the store —
upstairs, and downstairs
in our Used Book Annex!

Eagle Dozen
Book Club!
Our frequent buyer program—The Eagle Dozen
Book Club—is available in two forms. We still
have the little green punch cards, and yours are
good any time. But if you want to lighten your wallet or purse, let us know & we’ll sign you up for the
electronic version. Just remember to give us your
name at the start of each purchase.

Attention All Book Groups!
Vote For Your Favorite
Book Group Book of the Year
The Boys in the Boat, All the Light We
Cannot See, The Snow Child—these memorable books are among the recent year-end
favorites (Cutting for Stone won two years
running!) of the many book groups who
register with us and pick up their books in
our well-browsed Book Group Section.
What will be the Book Group Book of the
Year for 2016? As the end of the year
approaches, please nominate your group’s
three favorite discussion books for 2016 for
our annual Book Group Survey. Get your ballot at the front desk,
email your choices to bookgroup@eagleharborbooks.com, submit
them to Brendie, our Book Group Coordinator, or to any other
staff member, or simply phone your results to 842-5332 by January
15th. One ballot per book group, please! For a list of past winners
for that special person on your Holiday list, just ask at the desk.
Survey results will be announced at our fun-filled annual Book
Group Night celebration on Thursday, February 9th at 7pm. (See
our events listings, page 14.)

EHBC Book Groups

Looking for an open book group?
Newcomers & drop-ins welcome!
All groups meet year-round at the bookstore Tuesdays at 7 pm

Eagle Harbor Reader’s Circle
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7 pm
Tuesday, December 6th, 7 pm
Beautiful Ruins by Jess Walter
“A brilliant, madcap meditation on fate…. Walter’s prose is a joy-funny,
brash, witty and rich with ironic twists. He’s taken all of the tricks of the
postmodern novel and scoured out the cynicism, making for a novel that’s
life-affirming but never saccharine.” ~ Kirkus Reviews (starred review).

Tuesday, January 3rd, 7 pm
H Is for Hawk by Helen Macdonald
This stunningly written story of author Macdonald’s journey through
grief and despair, guided by a recalcitrant, single-minded young goshawk,
is an inspiration to us all. Mabel is not your typical bloodthirsty bird! I
rooted for Mabel from start to finish! ~ Susan

Eagle Harbor Mystery Book Group
Meets the fourth Tuesday of every month at 7 pm
Tuesday, December 27th, 7 pm
Memory Man by David Baldacci
“Baldacci weaves a suspenseful story right up to the climactic face-off
between these complex and compelling characters. Highly recommended
for all thriller fans who love elusive, taunting criminals and the slightly
bent but always determined detectives who pursue them.” ~ Library
Journal (starred review)

Tuesday, January 24th, 7 pm
Every Dead Thing: A Charlie Parker Thriller
by John Connolly
A tense, richly plotted thriller, filled with memorable characters and gripping action. It is also a profoundly moving novel, concerned with the
nature of loyalty, love, and forgiveness. Lyrical and terrifying, an ambitious debut, triumphantly realized.

Eagle Harbor Speculative
Fiction Reading Group
Meets the first Tuesday of every month at 7 pm
Tuesday, December 6th, 7 pm
The Core of the Sun by Johanna Sinisalo
“Smooth writing and nicely calibrated pacing… (Sinisalo) ups the ante
with well-paced and eerily fitting facts about the history of science, clever
literary narrative, and complex characterization. This tale will appeal to
dystopia lovers and fans of darkly offbeat suspense. ~ Booklist (starred
review).

Tuesday, January 3rd, 7 pm
Blindsight by Peter Watts
“Watts explores the nature of consciousness in this stimulating hard-SF
novel, which combines riveting action with a fascinating alien environment…. Watts puts a terrifying and original spin on the familiar alien
contact story.” ~ Publishers Weekly (starred review).
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EHBC’s Annual Holiday Gift List for Kids!
Continuing one of our most cherished Holiday traditions, Alison, our peerless Children’s Buyer, has compiled a list, arranged
by age group, of sure-fire recommendations for the Holiday Season. Check out our display of these fabulous books!

Baby & Toddler
123 Dream
by Kim Krans (Random House)
In this visually stunning counting book, a companion to
ABC Dream, drawings of animals and wonders of nature
introduce numbers from one to ten. You will notice
beautiful new details every time you read it!

Ages 8-12 (continued)
Mighty Jack by Ben Hatke (Macmillan) Ages 10 & up
Rebel Genius by Michael Dante DiMartino (Macmillan) Ages 8-12
Framed!: A T.O.A.S.T. Mystery by James Ponti (Simon & Schuster) Ages 8-12
Liberty by Kirby Larson (Scholastic) Ages 8-12
Gertie’s Leap to Greatness by Kate Beasley,
illus by Jillian Tamaki (Macmillan) Ages 8-12

Furthermore by Tahereh Mafi (Penguin) Ages 8-12
What’s in My Train? by Linda Bleck (Scholastic)
Ten Little Toes, Two Small Feet by Kristy Dempsey,
illus by Jane Massey (Simon & Schuster)

Train: A Journey Through the Pages Book by Mike Vago,
illus by Matt Rockefeller (Workman)
The Crayons’ Book of Colors by Drew Daywalt, illus by Oliver Jeffers (Penguin)
The Crayons’ Book of Numbers by Drew Daywalt, illus by Oliver Jeffers (Penguin)

Ages 4-8

Teens
The Diabolic
by S.J. Kincaid (Simon and Schuster) Ages 14 & up
Nemesis, a genetically engineered supra-human, is created to protect the daughter of an aristocratic family. Can
Nemesis survive the political intrigue when she goes to
the galactic court in disguise? Intense action and space
adventures, intrigue and suspense, romance, friendship
and loss—this sci-fi thriller has it all.

Panda Pants
by Jacqueline Davies, illus by Sydney Hanson
(Random House)

Should a panda wear pants? This little panda thinks
so and he tries to convince his dad he is right. This
delightful picture book will make you laugh out loud!

Our Chemical Hearts by Krystal Sutherland (Penguin) Ages 14 & up
The Reader by Traci Chee (Penguin) Ages 12 & up
This is Our Story by Ashley Elston (Hachette) Ages 12 & up
The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon (Random House) Ages 12 & up
The Amateurs by Sara Shepard (Hachette) Ages 14 & up
Kids of Appetite by David Arnold (Penguin) Age 14 & up

Armstrong: The Adventurous Journey of a Mouse to the Moon by Torben
Kuhlmann, illus by Torben Kuhlman (Ingram Publisher Services)
Today by Julie Morstad (Ingram Publisher Services)
A Child of Books by Oliver Jeffers & Sam Winston (Candlewick)
Ada Twist, Scientist by Andrea Beaty, illus by David Roberts (Abrams)
Teacup by Rebecca Young, illus by Matt Ottley (Penguin)
Papillon, The Very Fluffy Kitty by A.N. Kang (Hachette)
There’s a Bear on My Chair by Ross Collins (Simon & Schuster)

Big Science for Little People: 52
Activities to Help You and Your Child
Discover the Wonders of Science
by Lynn Brunelle (Random House)
A marshmallow launcher? An exploding lunch bag?
Learn science and have fun together with 52 clever and
easy experiments.

Ages 8-12
The Inquisitor’s Tale:
Or, The Three Magical Children
and their Holy Dog
by Adam Gidwitz

For Adults & Kids to Share

(Penguin)

My favorite book of the year! Here is the tale of three
very different children (and a dog) in medieval France,
where they are chased by knights, meet a king, and save
the land from a farting dragon. The adventure is told by travelers in an inn and is
funny and touching and scary and totally entertaining. Ages 10 & up

I Dissent by Debbie Levy, illus by Elizabeth Baddeley (Simon & Schuster)
The Amazing Animal Adventure: An Around-the-World Spotting Expedition
by Brendan Kearny & Anna Claybourne (Chronicle)

My Encyclopedia of Very Important Things by DK (DK)
Illuminature: Discover 180 Animals with Your Magic Three-Color Lens by
Rachel Williams, illus by Carnovsky (Quarto)

